Sources Sought Number: HQ003417RFABPA
Agency/Office: Washington Headquarters Services/Acquisition Directorate (WHS/AD)
Location: Vendor Location

Title: OSD/CAPE FUTURE ANALYTICS

1. Customer Description

This Request for Information (RFI) is being issued by the Washington Headquarters Services Acquisition Directorate (WHS/AD), on behalf of the Office of Secretary of Defense Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation (OSD/CAPE). CAPE provides the Department of Defense (DoD) with timely, insightful and unbiased analysis on resource allocation and cost estimation problems to deliver the optimum portfolio of military capabilities through efficient and effective use of resources.

2. Background/Overview

Note that this is not a request for quotes. A determination by the Government not to compete this requirement based upon responses to this notice is solely within the discretion of the Government. This RFI seeks industry comments to assist the Government in locating potential sources with the ability to satisfy its requirement.

Firms that believe they can provide the needed services that fully meet the Government's requirements may submit substantiating documentation to determine capability.

Firms will need to address each Major Task that the vendor is interested in proposing on. Each major task requires a written explanation to assess for capability.

The major tasks include:

1. Task 1 – Analytic Support
2. Task 2 – Modeling Support
3. Task 3 – Data Science Support
4. Task 4 – Wargaming Support

Firms that are interested in Task 3 – Data Science Support shall provide documentation regarding vendor’s knowledge on big data.

Firms shall address their present/past performance contracts with corporate involvement in writing. Past performance should include contract numbers and identify point of contacts.

Documentation will be evaluated by the Washington Headquarters Services (WHS) / Acquisition Directorate (AD) solely for the purpose of determining the availability and potential technical capability of all businesses in providing the requirement.
3. Requirement

NORTH AMERICAN CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (NAICS) CODE

541511 – Custom Computer Programming Services

WHS/AD is seeking information from vendors (both LARGE and SMALL) to support OSD/CAPE with the Future Analytics Blanket Purchase Agreement.

The attached draft PWS will provide more specifics on the required tasks.

ALL organizations with the capability and availability to perform the requirement under the applicable NAICS code are invited to submit a response to this notice.

4. RFI Guidelines:

Please note that this synopsis is for INFORMATION and PLANNING purposes only and does not constitute a Request for Proposal (RFQ). Responses to the RFI cannot be accepted by the Government to form a binding contract nor will the Government pay for the information solicited or recognize any costs associated with the submission of the RFI. The purpose of the RFI is to provide an opportunity for industry to enhance the success of any future procurement to meet this requirement. Any information obtained as a result of this RFI is intended to be used by the Government on a non-attribution basis for program planning and acquisition strategy development. Providing data/information that is limited or restricted for use by the Government for that purpose would be of very little value and such restricted/limited data/information is not solicited. By submitting information in response to this RFI, submitters of such information impliedly consent to the release and dissemination of submitted information to any Government or non-Government entity to which WHS releases and disseminate the information for review. As such, to the extent that any information submitted in response to this RFI is marked as or construed to be proprietary or business-sensitive, submitters are hereby notified (a) about the potentiality that such information may be disclosed to third parties and (b) that submission of information in response to this RFI constitutes consent to such handling and disclosure of submitted information. Responses to this notice are not considered offers and cannot be accepted by the Government to form a binding contract.

5. Security Clearance

The overarching security requirements of this BPA are up to TOP SECRET level. Any requirements requiring classification beyond SECRET will be addressed with each Call Order.

6. GSA Schedule

If your company currently holds a GSA schedule, please provide the contract number.

7. Innovative ideas
Firms are encouraged to submit innovative ideas on the major tasks identified above and in accordance with the draft PWS.

8. Please provide the following Point of Contact Information:

Company:
Address:
Point of Contact:
Phone Number:
Fax Numbers:
Email Address:
DUNS Number:
CAGE Code:
Business Size and Classification (Large Business, Small Business, 8(a), Woman-Owned/Economically Disadvantaged Woman-Owned, Historically Underutilized Business Zone (HUBZone), Veteran-Owned, Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned):

9. Submission requirements
Potential sources are invited to submit a Capabilities Statement up to five (5) pages per each of the four (4) major tasks, as described above, to the "RFI: OSD/CAPE FUTURE ANALYTICS ". All responses should be submitted via e-mail address to kerry.a.gaubault.civ@mail.mil and john.m.haberlach.civ@mail.mil no later than 12:00 noon (EST) on November 3, 2016. Only attach MS Word/Excel compatible files or Adobe Acrobat PDF files in electronic correspondence. WHS will not acknowledge receipt of responses to this RFI. Telephonic inquiries will not be considered.

If you have any questions please contact Kerry Ann Gaubault at kerry.a.gaubault.civ@mail.mil and/or John Haberlach at john.m.haberlach.civ@mail.mil